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 “This job is so boring,” Carl complained, opening yet another props box and 
jotting down its contents on a pad.  His black bunny ears were coated in gray dust from 
the innumerable containers they had been taking stock of. 

 “What do you expect?”  Kyle asked, throwing open a wardrobe and taking his 
own notes.  “The boss is a cheapskate and we’re interns.  We’re lucky he pays us, much 
less gives us interesting work.”  His white cotton tail wasn’t much better off than Carl’s 
ears and he looked forward to taking a shower later. 

 “Not even much of the first,” Carl said.  “It would be nice if we met a couple of 
movie stars, but he wouldn’t even have us as waiters at his parties, much less guests – 
oh my god!”  He took an involuntary step back from the crate he’d opened. 

 “What?  Yikes!”  Kyle asked and then exclaimed when he saw what Carl had 
uncovered. 

 Carl went to a phone that was hanging on the wall.  “We need to call someone 
right now.” 

 “Wait a minute.”  Kyle reached in and tugged on the face of the dead body 
they’d found hidden in the props warehouse.  The entire head came away and the big 
doe eyes that had been staring up at Carl fell out with a plink.  Kyle scooped up the 
contacts and hauled out the rest of the body.  “I remember hearing about these.  The 
really in demand glamour models used to put them on plainer girls so they could make 
multiple engagements.  I think this one’s name was Dia East.”  He took the mask off of 
its wig stand and looked at it.  The doe actress had the typical wide eyes and snub 
features, with long eyelashes and a black pixie-cut hair.  With the contacts in, she’d 
have enormous, almost luminous gray eyes.  “Why don’t you come up and see me some 
time?”  He said in husky parody of the old actress’s breathy voice, making the mouth 
move with his hand. 

 “Are there any others in there?”  Carl asked, hanging over the crate curiously.  
“You know, so we can keep track of them.” 

 Kyle looked at him knowingly.  “See for yourself.” 



 Carl gulped and his hand strayed to his pants pocket when he saw that 
underneath Dia was a costume of one of the iconic bunny actresses of all time, Betty 
Striker.  The mask had to have been made in the middle of her career because it sported 
the enormous mane of fluffy blonde hair that she’d become known for when she hit the 
top.  At its longest, it had almost covered her petite brown cotton tail.  This costume 
was obviously meant for high class soirees since it was done in heavy evening makeup.  
He took it out of the box and stood the mannequin with the body next to the one with 
Dia’s.  “Look at them!  I bet no man who met those two ever thought of anyone else 
while they were around.” 

 “Yeah,” Kyle said.  “I always had a thing for Betty.” 

 “Why didn’t?”  Carl said.  “Though Dia’s really pretty too.” 

 “They must have broken up a lot of marriages.” 

 “So I heard.” 

 “Hey, that’s a thought,” Kyle said.  “What if we get a couple of girls to get into 
these and go flirt with the boss?  Then we can take pictures of him with them on his arm 
and maybe get a little more out of our jobs.” 

 “I don’t know,” Carl said.  “That sounds risky.” 

 “Hey, show business is a cat-eat-dog world.  We’d only be doing what everyone 
in the industry does.” 

 “OK, big problem though.  We don’t know any girls who would do it.”  He 
stroked the fur on the Betty costume.  “Wow.  They’ve really held up well.” 

 “Hm.  True.”  Kyle said. 

 “We could wear them, I guess.”  Carl said absently. 

 “I don’t think we’d fit,” Kyle laughed.  “Look at them, they’re perfect!”  He 
pinched the folds of empty fur that a real woman’s breasts would fill. 

 “Yeah, but they couldn’t expect to find perfect body matches for them.”  Carl 
said.  He almost fell into the crate as he pawed through it.  “Look.”  He held up a box of 
silicone pads triumphantly.  “They’re all labeled with what cup size the wearer was and 
were made to add whatever was necessary.”  He took out a pair from the ‘AA’ section.  
“These should do.” 



 Kyle was getting into the spirit and hauled out a waist cincher.  “Look at this.  It 
says it was boned to Dia’s exact measurements.  You’re right!”  Further searching 
uncovered waist cinchers, breast forms, hip and rear padding for both suits.  “I guess if 
we’ve gone this far, we’d better try it out.  Who do you want?” 

 “I’ll take Dia.”  Carl said. 

 “OK.  You get to touch Betty but I get to be her.  Sounds fair.”  Kyle wrapped the 
‘Betty’ cincher around his middle.  “If you would do the honors – blaaaargh!”  Carl had 
braced himself and pulled the laces all at once.  “That might have been a bit too fast,” he 
wheezed. 

 Carl had hooked the ‘Dia’ one around himself.  “Then show me how it’s done.” 

 Kyle tightened it around Carl’s waist and both the black bunny and the white 
one took a rest to get used to how little breath they had.  By unspoken agreement, they 
saw to their own padding.  Carl thought that his breasts stuck out much too far and 
were really heavy, but looking over at Kyle, he saw that his friend’s pair were even 
larger.  When they pulled on the costumes, Carl immediately had trouble as he stuck his 
bunny feet into the Dia’s dainty hooves.  They squeezed and pinched very painfully, 
but Carl was determined to see it through and rolled Dia’s tan furred legs over his own.  
It wasn’t hard to fit his cotton tail into her doe tail and he took a moment to appreciate 
how slim and toned her legs looked and how attractively round her buttocks were, 
ornamented by her tiny tail.  He looked over and saw that Kyle had gotten about as far 
as he had.  His feet were probably not nearly as badly off since Betty had only slightly 
smaller ones than him. 

 Kyle looked over at him and then leaned back a little to admire his rear.  “So far 
so good,” he said, surprised. 

 “Yeah, but what about this?”  Carl said, poking the bulge near Dia’s pubic bone. 

 “We’ll figure something out.”  Kyle said, growing confident. 

 They had to help each other work the slim arms and girlish hands over their 
own, but then the zippers were in front so it seemed a simple matter to close them and 
see the end result minus head.  Instead, it was a wrestling match for both of them that 
left them gasping for air and lying on one of the clean patches of the floor. 

 Kyle was the first one to get up.  “So, how is it going?”  He asked, turning a slow 
circle and wiggling his hips. 



 “Not bad at all!” Carl said appreciatively.  Kyle helped him up and he bounced 
in place.  “Do they look real?” 

 “They look amazing.”  Kyle said.  He reached over and squeezed one of Carl’s 
boobs.  “Fell good too.” 

 “Here, help me with this,” Carl said, holding up the Dia mask.  Kyle kept his ears 
folded in half as he worked the mask part way down and then helped Carl smooth it 
out as he rolled it over his face.  Dia’s small muzzle fit easily over Carl’s and he blinked 
a few times to get the eyelids to follow his own.  The weight of Dia’s eyelashes was odd, 
but no more so than anything else.  His ears already hurt from being stuck into her 
smaller ones though as he thought of her twitching them with their thick rims and soft 
pink interiors, he knew it was worth it. 

 Dia pursed her dainty lips.  “So?  Will it work?” 

 “Here, put these in,” Kyle helped Carl place the gray contact lenses into his eyes 
and stepped back.  “We’ve got to get you a mirror, man.  Just wow.” 

 They’d inventoried a few and Kyle came back before Carl could even get 
completely used to his center of gravity.  Tottering over, Carl saw Dia and no one else in 
his reflection.  The doe starlet blew herself a kiss and posed with a hand behind her 
head and another on her hip.  “I look so glamorous.  Too bad I still sound like me.”  She 
said. 

 “Yeah, we’ll have to be the shy, quiet types.”  Kyle said, nosing his way into the 
Betty mask, which was easier to get on.  Betty went to stand next to Dia and put her 
hand around Dia’s waist.  “Aren’t we just the prettiest pair?”  She said.  Her hand 
wandered down to the bulge in Dia’s crotch and Dia’s own moved to Betty’s.  The 
costumes had been made for publicity appearances only and had neither nipples nor 
anything but a patch of smooth fur between their legs.  A patch that was being 
distended by their play. 

 Hoping that clothes would hide that, they went to see what was available.  The 
clothes that went with their costumes, however, hadn’t fared so well.  Betty was left 
with a reasonably modest if tightly restrictive off-the-shoulder black dress and high 
heeled pumps.  The dress was smaller around than Betty, so it required a further 
underbust corset to go on in addition to the waist cincher lurking below her fur. 

 Dia had done very badly.  All that was left to her was obviously meant for a 
men’s magazine photo shoot.  It was a purple corset with an attached thong and a hole 



in the back for her tail.  It had spikes all along the underside of the cups, further 
accentuating her cleavage, as well as rings in between her boobs and along where the 
corset met the thong.  Apparently Dia had posed for a very specialized kind of 
magazine.  It, the matching gloves and the thigh-high boots were all in shades of purple 
and made of some kind of rubber or PVC, explaining how it had survived all that time 
in the trunk.  It also had a spiked collar and a single spiked bracelet. 

 “Wow.”  Kyle murmured. 

 “We know the boss will be all over us in these.”  Carl said, holding the corset top 
up between a long finger and thumb.   

Kyle looked at the undergarment he’d have to wear with the dress.  “Maybe we ought 
to back out now.  This looks like it’ll really hurt to wear.” 

 “If I’m willing to wear this,” Carl waved the purple PVC outfit, “then you can 
wear that.  Here, let me help.” 

 Kyle let Carl put the corset on him and tighten it.  The only reason he submitted 
to wearing it – and feeling like he was going to either suffocate or be cut in half – was 
because it meant having Dia’s hands all over him.  He rubbed up against her as much as 
he could as she tied off the corset and held the dress as he stepped into it, zipping it up 
the back with effort despite the constriction that narrowed his waist even further and 
pushed up his cleavage.  He put on the elbow length gloves while Carl put the high 
heeled open toed shoes on him, stroking the doe’s hair.  “You’re so sexy in that,” he 
said. 

 “You’re a real looker too,” Dia said absently in Carl’s voice.  She found a pendant 
and latched it around Betty’s neck.  “There.  That’ll draw even more attention to your 
chest.  Now do me.” 

 Kyle really did want to do Carl in the suit, but rather than jump on him then and 
there – which he couldn’t given that he was teetering in the heels to the point where he 
could barely stand and hadn’t gotten his breath back – he kicked off the shoes and 
hauled on the zipper on the back of Carl’s corset top.  As it warmed up, it tightened, 
giving them a very short window of opportunity in which to get it zipped all the way.  
While Carl was gasping for air, Kyle reached down and latched the thong-like gusset 
between his legs.  “Sorry.  You’ll have to do my shoes again.  I couldn’t have done this 
while in them.” 



 Carl nodded but didn’t seem to have enough breath to speak.  He put on the 
slick gloves – luckily these had zippers on the side – and the bracer while Kyle put his 
collar on.  Carl was able to sit and put the boots on as well, but Kyle struggled with his 
long, tight skirt.  “I can’t get my legs far enough apart!”  He complained.  When Carl 
was finished, he turned his chair around and put Kyle’s shoes back on.  “Thanks.  Let’s 
go check ourselves out.”  Kyle said. 

 Even the two steps to the mirror was a journey and the reflection showed two 
sexy starlets from days gone by clinging to each other as their legs shuddered and 
wobbled.  Not caring where they put their hands, they climbed up each other until they 
were standing up straight, their Kyles left arm and Carl’s right still tight around each 
other for support.  The glamourous bunny lady was dressed for a night out at a glitzy 
Hollywood party while the adorable doe was attired more for being chained to a wall 
and spanked, her wide gray eyes screaming ‘sub’ more loudly even than the rings on 
her PVC outfit.  The rubbery thong hid the bulge underneath and was slightly indented 
so it looked like it was strapped over a female sex.  Kyle’s dress was tight enough to 
show the bulge, but somehow avoided doing so. 

 The two ladies looked at each other.  “I guess if we’re quiet, we could do it.”  The 
bunny said. 

 “If we can walk long enough to get there,” the doe replied. 

 “It’s still four hours until the party.  We could practice.” 

 However, the first few steps saw the bunny girl trip and the doe go down with 
her trying to catch her.  They hit the floor on their round, padded rears and when they 
looked at each other, the only thing each bunny man could see was the starlet in 
distress.  They were soon rolling around on the floor, their bodies separated by the 
expansive volume of their mutually pushed up boobs.  Hands roamed and were guided 
constantly to the organs hidden below the feminine clothes and fur.  Carl felt like he 
was making out with his childhood crush and Kyle was almost convinced that he was 
being fondled by something out of a naughty magazine.  They only had enough time to 
find a brush afterwards and fix up their hair before they tottered off, arms around each 
other’s waists for support. 

 The party was in full swing when the two starlet lookalikes arrived, but a hush 
fell as they entered.  They waved and blew kisses with their free hands while keeping a 
close grip on each other with their others.  There were many offers of dances, but they 



demurely refused, doing their best to hold on and find the boss, who was on the other 
side of the room. 

 Getting tired of the offers, Dia whispered something in Betty’s ear and the bunny 
nodded enthusiastically.  The two starlets adjusted their grip and started to slow dance, 
to the mixed disappointment and titillation of their male suitors.  Slowly but surely they 
made their way towards the boss, their feet aching but their balance kept by their 
closeness.  He was sitting next to his wife, who looked with scorn at them as they 
approached.  They had to dance in a holding pattern while they awaited their chance 
and looking at each other, their desire started to burn again.  With nothing better to do, 
their hands started to roam and their lips locked.  That actually managed to discomfit 
the boss’s wife to the point where she got up and left.  “I could never stand actresses,” 
she muttered as she passed. 

 Dia and Betty didn’t mind the insult.  The boss was free!  They sat on either side 
of the big bulldog, who looked appreciatively at them – usually somewhat lower than 
their lovely faces.  “So, to what do I owe this pleasure?” 

 They just smiled at him and as one caressed his thigh. 

 “Not here,” he whispered.  “Be in my office in five minutes.”  In a louder voice 
he said.  “Auditions for the revue are next week.  I’ll see you there.”  And got up. 

 It took considerably longer than five minutes for them to make their mincing, 
swaying and stumbling way to his office and they sank into chairs gratefully when they 
arrived.  Immediately, the boss started caressing their faces and he picked up Dia to sit 
her in his lap.  “Well well.  I don’t usually see such pretty things come right up to me 
like that.  Right out of the past.  So, what are your names?  No, can’t talk?  Let’s see 
what else your tongues are good for.”  He put his deep into Dia’s mouth and she had no 
choice but to kiss him back and hug him tightly so she didn’t fall backwards. 

 That was when Betty realized that he hadn’t brought the purse he’d put the 
camera in.  They’d been so preoccupied with making the illusion work that they’d 
forgotten to bring the tools for it.  It was a shame too, because the boss was now having 
Dia kneel down in an obvious preparation for a blow job.  Dia looked with wide, pitiful 
eyes up at Betty, who shrugged.  When Dia turned back, however, the boss swiftly 
attached a padlock to the ring between her boobs and with a yank he hooked it around 
the leg of his desk and closed it.  “One down,” he said.  He jumped past Betty, who had 
tried to get to her feet and fallen over and locked the office door. 



 “This isn’t the first inventory we’ve done, you know, boys.”  He said, casually 
stripping Kyle and then Carl of their masks.  Carl’s bosom heaved as he stared up at the 
boss, who sat and used his back for a footstool.  “What was the angle?  Money?  Fame?” 

 “We wanted better jobs,” Kyle admitted.  Carl nodded vigorously. 

 “You might just have gotten them.”  The boss said.  He rubbed Carl’s butt and 
then got up to grope Kyle, rubbing his breasts and then leading him around to stand 
behind Carl.  “Put on the contents of…”  He consulted a pad.  “Containers 32453/G and 
6463/R and meet me come to my home tomorrow afternoon or,” he took out a camera 
and snapped photos of them with their masks off and in  a position that made it look 
like Kyle was about to have sex with Carl, “I publish those.”  He stretched their masks 
back on with no argument or fight out of either of the defeated bunnies and hugged 
Betty close, kissing her hard.  “But before that,” he unlocked Dia and put an arm 
around each girl.  “Why don’t we go out and show the paparazzi how a big producer 
lives?  The wife won’t mind; she has her own boy toys.  I guess you two don’t read the 
tabloids,” he tweaked their noses.  “Smile big or else.”  He said cheerfully, opening the 
office door.  He put a hand on Dia’s chest, squeezing her boobs and stopping her.  
“Seeing you in that, I have to do this.”  He took a multi-ended leash out of his desk and 
clipped it to the rings in her cleavage and along her bikini line.  “Betty looks like she 
belongs in this party, but I’ll have to make sure you stay close.” 

 Dia just looked back at him with her big, gray eyes and tried to suppress a 
whimper. 

 

 They agreed that evening to get drunk.  They also agreed that they ought not to 
have to pay for it, so they went out exactly as the boss had left them; girl suited and 
slightly mussed.  After a an evening of drink and using their mouths for everything but 
speaking, they went home and tried to forget what they had done and would probably 
have to do the next day. 

 That afternoon, Penny Palate, a slim curvy poodle from the 80s met Tara Pike, a 
voluptuous, platinum blonde mink singer from the 90s outside the home of a big 
Hollywood producer.  They wore matching French Maid uniforms with aprons, feather 
dusters, high heeled slippers and looks of despair.  They met the boss’s wife going out.  
“Oh, you’re the new eye candy.  Try not to break anything.  Well, except my husband.  
I’ve read his will and you can feel free to break him.”  She swept past. 



 The bunnies were well paid and learned several good lessons from that summer 
job.  Quite a few involved when to bend over and what to wear when you did it.  They 
went back to college with better lungs, an aversion to working in the film industry and 
a new appreciation of what their girlfriends felt in any outfit they wore.  That was when 
they had girlfriends.  When they didn’t – or when they wanted a free drink - they 
always had their souvenirs from Hollywood. 

    


